# Kalyana Krishna Foundation

Proudly welcome all of you to the 12th Annual Tribute to the Indian Classical Dance Legends

Sri. Kalamandalam Krishnan Nair & Smt. Kalamandalam Kallyanikutty Amma

Venue: Changampuzha Samskarika Kendra Stage, Changampuzha Park, Edappally, Kochi – 24.

## 12th 3 day-Kalyana Krishna

### “NRITHYA SANGEETHA UTHSAV”

January 5th, 6th & 7th 2018

### 1st day 5th January 2018

5.30 PM - Inaugural Function & Award Presentation
- Chief Guest - Sri. Adoor Gopalakrishnan
- Kalyana Krishna Endowment Award - 2017 to Sri. Shyam K. Menon
- Kalyana Krishna Changarappally Anjunan Memorial Award - 2017 to Sri. Dr. C.P. Unnikrishnan

6 PM to 7.00PM - Mohiniyattam by Smt. Kalasree Smitha Rajan

7 PM to 8.00PM - Kathakali - Story – Poothahamaksham
- Vesham Lalitha - Sri. RLV Radhakrishnan
- Vocal - Sri. Kottakkal Narayanan
- Vocal - Sri. Abijith Warriar
- Chenda - Sri. Gopikrishnan Thamburan
- Madalam - Sri.Kalamandalam Prakashan
- Edakka - Sri. Tripunithura Hari
- Kalyogam - Bhavaneeswari
- Kathakali Yogam, Eroor

### 2nd day 6th January 2018

6PM to 7.00PM - Mohiniyattam by Smt. Sandhya Rajan
- Smt. Dhanya Ajith
- Smt. Sowparna Binu Nair

7PM to 8.30PM - Hindustani Classical Flute Concert by Sri. Himanshu Nanda
- Thabala - Smt. Ratnasree Iyer

### 3rd day 7th January 2018

6.30PM to 8.00PM - Bharatanatyam by Sri. Parshwanath S. Upadhye
- Vocal - Sri. Rohith Bhat
- Natuvangam - Smt. Sri. Adithya P.V.
- Flute - Sri. Raghunandan
- Veenie - Sri. Shankar Raman
- Mrudangam - Sri. Harshasamaga

Other accompanying Artists:
- Sri. Vivek Shenoy
- Sri. Nandakumar Iringalakuda

### Sponsored by:
- J S Associates Real Estate & Property Mgmt, 57/2551, Wariam Road, Ernakulam, Kochi 682016, 0995480989, 9947692469
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